My Life in Taiwan

My name is Bui Tuan Hoang, I am a first year student come from Vietnam. I took part in
a one semester exchange student program between my university (Vietnam Maritime
University) and NTOU. I have just finished my semester here and this also means that it
is the time for me to come back to my country. For me, the last 5 months I just spent in
Taiwan was priceless. There is one thing I can say about it: “It was like an adventure”.
Be honest, that was the first time I went abroad to study so I felt a little bit worry and
panic also.But soon I realized that "this is going to be most exciting experience in my
study life”.

Because English is my only second language so my biggest problem when I first came
here is communication. Fortunately, I had met a lot of people who is very nice and
helpful. So, I want to send a big “Thank” to those people in OIA (Office of International
Affairs) and professors who are working in Shipping and Transportation Management
Department. They had helped me a lot during the time I studied in NTOU. Through them,
I could get all the information which I need to study and take part in outdoor activities
also.

GraduatingStudent’sFarewell Party
One of the best activities I have ever taken part in is Dragon boat festival. Although we did not
win the competition but we did have fun and were proud of ourselves.

Dragon boat festival

Beside took part in outdoor activities, I also visited some beautiful places in Taiwan.

FoGuang ShanMonastery in Kaohsiung city.
I live in the dormitory of International Students outside the campus, which is very nice and
comfortable. Having spent 5 months in Taiwan helps me find out that I really love people
around here, I really love the environment, I really love NTOU and I really love Taiwan. Finally I
just want to say “Thank you and Hope to see you again, Taiwan”.

